48
Briagh

1

There is a long line of metal pipe
formerly used to take water from a
lochan artificially formed to supply
water for a generator for Dorlin Estate.
The start is at 670/713 and the generator
was at 663/716. (22 July 2017).

2
An oval enclosure. Its internal length is 3.7m and it 2m across at its widest point. 370. There
are excellent views from here southwards to Loch na Fola. 67495/71156. (22 July 2017).

3

There are two cairns on the pathway from
Lochan na Fola to Briagh. A view to the north
at 67554/71405.

4

A view to Loch Moidart
from a second cairn at
67545/71667.

5

An animal fold with three
walled compartments.
67613/71868. Altitude
~91m. A view towards
Loch Moidart.

6

A building 5 x 2.1m internally.
1900 along it. The corners are
rounded on the outside.
Altitude ~90m. 67715/71906.

7
A building with no
windows. There is a
doorway facing to 1100.
The length is oriented
to 200. 6.5 x 2.9m
externally. Altitude
~85m. 67695/71910.

8

A building with no
windows. ~7m long.
The length is oriented
to 2100. Altitude
~87m. 67684/71928.

9

A building with two
departments. 9 x 3.9m. The
mid wall is 3m from one end.
Two windows face to the
west and one to the east. The
doorway faces to the west to
1100. One wall stands to 2m
and has very neat stonework.
Altitude ~80m. 67714/71974.

10

Very close to 11. The
building has a small
window (beside the
pole). ~6m long. 3050.
Altitude ~81m.
67692/719667.

11

About 1m from 10. A building 9 x
3.9m internally. Oriented to 1050.
The doorway and two windows face
to the west. Altitude ~77m.
67681/71975.

12

A kiln and an attached building. Altitude ~ 75m. 67687/71987.

13
A house. 8 x 4m internally. The ends of the walls are not curved and have very neat
stonework. One wall has two small triangular windows which have good views down to Loch
Moidart. It has been suggested that this was the house for an inspector trying to find illegal
distillations.

The south end of 13 has another
building attached to it. 67656/72024.

14

A building 6 x 2.5m with no
clear doorway. Oriented 850
along it. 67643/71946.

15

A boundary wall. 67485/71097.
Altitude 123m. (22 July 2017).

